It is demonstrated that an object distribution can be successfully retrieved from its diffraction pattern or hologram, even if some of the measured intensity samples are missing. The maximum allowable number of missing values depends on the linear oversampling ratio , where the higher the value of , the more intensity samples can be missing. For a real-valued object, the ratio of missing pixels to the total number of pixels should not exceed (1 -2/ 2 ) or (1 -1/ 2 ) in the acquired diffraction pattern or hologram, respectively. For example, even 5% of the measured intensity values at an oversampling ratio of  = 8 are sufficient to simultaneously retrieve the object distribution and the missing intensity values. It is important that the missing intensity values should not be concentrated in the centre, but should be randomly distributed over the acquired diffraction pattern.
Introduction
Technological developments in information theory have always aimed to optimise information transfer, minimising the number of measurements that allow for capture of the complete signal distribution. For example, the Nyquist-Shannon-Kotelnikov theorem [1, 2] gives the minimal sampling rate at which sample measurements completely determine the signal. Similar observations have been made in optics, namely in coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) [3] and holography [4, 5] . In CDI and holography, the intensity distribution of the scattered wave is acquired by a distant detector (thus producing a diffraction pattern or a hologram, respectively) and the object distribution is then reconstructed from the acquired intensity distribution (the diffraction pattern or the hologram, respectively). In practice, detectors may have some faulty pixels that deliver incorrect values. For example, this may include pixels that deliver a zero intensity value ("dead" pixels [6] ) or those which deliver an extremely high intensity value (saturated or "bright" pixels). In X-ray [7] [8] [9] [10] or electron [11] diffraction experiments, the signal in the central part of the diffraction pattern is often missing due to a beamstop, or is overexposed due to a direct beam or a hole in the detector. Although the correct information in these pixels is missing, it can be recovered during the iterative phase retrieval reconstruction procedure. It has been noted that although the acquired intensity distribution may be incomplete, or in other words have missing intensity values, a good quality reconstruction of the object can still be achieved [6, 12] . This study attempts to answer the question of how much information can be missing from the acquired diffraction pattern or hologram so that the imaged object can be still reconstructed without error by using conventional iterative phase retrieval algorithms.
2."Missing" intensity values in coherent diffraction imaging

Oversampling condition and "missing" intensity values
The principles of CDI and "oversampling" are well explained in the existing literature [13] , and here we only mention a few points related to the present study. The intensity of the wavefront scattered from the object   
which is a set of equations where   f r are the unknowns. We consider a 2D diffraction pattern N unknowns [13] . Thus, the system of equations can in principle have a solution if the number of equations exceeds the number of unknowns. For real-valued objects, this condition is:
which can be re-written by introducing the linear oversampling ratio
which is the oversampling condition. For the 1D case, the linear oversampling ratio should satisfy 2   , and for the 3D case the linear oversampling ratio should satisfy 1/3 2   [13] . The linear oversampling ratio means that the oversampling condition should be fulfilled in each dimension.
When the oversampling condition is not fulfilled in any of the dimensions, the object distribution cannot be reconstructed, as previously demonstrated in [12] .
A CDI experiment is prepared in such a way that the oversampling condition is fulfilled, and a certain oversampling ratio is achieved [12, 13] . The extent of the reconstructed area The object distribution can be reconstructed from its diffraction pattern provided the latter is sampled at twice the Nyquist frequency [13, 14] . If some of the intensity measurements in the measured diffraction pattern are missing, the number of missing pixels can be characterised by
where f is the ratio of the missing pixels to the total number of pixels in the diffraction pattern. For a 2D signal, 
Using the definition of the oversampling ratio in Eq. 3, we obtain the following condition for the missing pixel ratio:
From Eq. 7, for example, for 
Simulated examples
The diffraction pattern of an amplitude object was simulated as described in Appendix A.
Next, at randomly distributed coordinates, the intensity values in the simulated diffraction pattern were set to zero. Such pixels are considered to be missing pixels. The ratio of the missing pixels to the total number of pixels in the diffraction pattern is characterised by the factor given in Eq. 5. An example of a diffraction pattern with 50% of the pixels missing (
) is shown in Fig. 1 . The numerical simulations shown below are carried out for noise-free diffraction patterns.
The effect of noise on the quality of the reconstructions obtained from diffraction patterns was recently studied in [12] . The effect of the noise is not considered in the present study for two reasons.
(1) In order to provide a good study of the noise problem in addition to the missing pixel problem, different levels of noise need to be added to each diffraction pattern with missing pixels.
This would not only be time consuming, but it would be also impossible to present such a large amount of calculations in one paper. (2) Experimentally, there are ways to reduce noise by simply using a longer acquisition time or a more intense incident beam.
Randomly distributed missing pixels
The object distribution ("man") was sampled with 128 × 128 pixels and zero-padded to 512 × 512 pixels. The resulting simulated diffraction pattern is thus oversampled with a linear oversampling ratio of 4. The reconstructions are shown in Fig. 2 in pairs: on the left is the reconstruction obtained from the complex-valued (in other words, the phase distribution is available) far-field distribution by taking the inverse Fourier transform (FT), and on the right is the reconstruction obtained from the far-field diffraction pattern by applying the iterative phase retrieval routine. From the results shown in Fig. 2 , it is evident that the quality of the reconstructed image worsens when the ratio of missing pixels to the total number of pixels f increases. Starting from 0.6 f  , which means that 60% of the diffraction pattern's pixels are missing, the reconstructed distributions do not visually resemble the original distribution. Moreover, the dependency of the error as a function of iteration exhibits a stagnation ( Fig. 2u) , and a larger number of iterations will probably not lead to a better reconstruction. The errors in the obtained reconstructions are summarised in Table 1. In Fig. 2 and Table 1 we can observe certain inconsistencies between the quality of the reconstruction ( Fig. 2 ) and the corresponding error ( Table 1 ). The reason for this is as follows. An inverse Fourier transform is performed on complex-valued far-field distributions with missing pixels.
These missing pixels reduce the total amplitude of the far-field distribution, and as a result, the amplitude of the reconstructed object distribution is also reduced in accordance with Parseval's theorem. Thus, even though the reconstruction looks correct to the naked eye, the amplitude of the reconstruction may be several times lower than the original distribution, which in turn results in a large error according to Eq. 8. The reconstructions obtained from the iterative phase retrieval process do not suffer from this problem, since the signal in the missing pixels is almost completely recovered, and therefore the original values of the amplitude in both the diffraction pattern and the object distribution are reconstructed. To demonstrate this phenomenon, the amplitude values of the reconstructed object distributions are indicated in the corresponding figures. Table 1 . Error in the reconstructed object distributions calculated using Eq. 8.
The effect of the oversampling ratio is shown in Fig. 3 . Here, the object distribution ("man") was sampled with 128 × 128 pixels and zero-padded to 1024 × 1024 pixels. Thus, the resulting simulated (Fig. 3u) , and a larger number of iterations are not likely to lead to a better reconstruction. The errors in the obtained reconstructions are summarised in Table 2 . In Fig. 3 and Table 2 , we can observe some inconsistencies between the quality of the reconstruction (Fig. 3 ) and the corresponding error ( Table   2 ). The reason for this is as discussed above for Fig. 2 and Table 1 .
Comparing the results shown in Fig. 2 and 3 , we conclude that a higher oversampling ratio allows for better recovery of missing information (pixels), which is in agreement with Eq. 7. Table 2 . Error in the reconstructed object distributions calculated using Eq. 8.
Symmetrization of diffraction pattern
In the case of a real-valued object, the corresponding diffraction pattern is centro-symmetric, and this property can be employed to reduce the number of missing pixels. A missing intensity value can be set to the value of the corresponding centro-symmetric pixel, provided that the latter has some value and is not also missing. This procedure is performed for all missing intensity values, and is referred to here as symmetrisation. This procedure reduces the overall number of missing pixels and in turn improves the quality of the reconstruction, as illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5. Figures 4 and 5 present reconstructions of the diffraction patterns shown in Fig. 2 and 3 , respectively, where the number of missing pixels was reduced via the symmetrisation procedure. The object reconstructions obtained by an inverse Fourier transform of the complex-valued far-field distributions, as shown in Fig. 4 and 5, exhibit poor quality; this is because they were not symmetrised, and therefore the number of missing pixels was not reduced.
By comparing the results shown in Fig. 2 and 4 , we see that the symmetrised diffraction patterns are recovered for almost all f ratios, except when 90% of the pixels are missing ( 0.9 f  ).
The error as a function of the iteration number decreases much faster for all symmetrised diffraction patterns than for non-symmetrised diffraction patterns (compare Figs. 2u and 4u) , except in the case of 0.9 f  , where the error stagnates.
By comparing the results in Fig. 3 and 5 , we see that the symmetrised diffraction patterns are successfully recovered for all f ratios, even when 90% of the pixels are missing ( The numbers in the right bottom corners indicate the amplitude values of the reconstructed object distributions in a.u. The ratio of missing pixels to the total number Table 3 . Error in the reconstructed object distributions calculated using Eq. 8. Table 4 . Error in the reconstructed object distributions calculated using Eq. 8.
"Missing" intensity values in the center of diffraction pattern
In the results shown above, the relation between the number of missing intensity values and the oversampling ratio holds only if the missing pixels are randomly distributed across the diffraction pattern. When the missing intensity values are all located in the centre of the diffraction pattern (as illustrated in Fig. 6 ), which is often the case in experiment, a meaningful reconstruction cannot be obtained even at small f , as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. Table 5 . Error in the reconstructed object distributions calculated using Eq. 8. Table 6 . Error in the reconstructed object distributions calculated using Eq. 8.
From the results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 and Tables 5 and 6 , we can conclude that in a situation where the missing intensity values are located in the centre of the diffraction pattern, the magnitude of the linear oversampling ratio does not make a significant difference.
Note on the error metrics
The convergence of the iterative reconstruction process and the quality of the reconstruction is evaluated using an error function. In this study, the original object distribution was available, and the iteratively obtained reconstructed object was therefore compared against the original object distribution by calculating the error as defined by Eq. 8. In reality, the original object distribution is generally unknown, and other error metrics are employed.
An error metric was introduced by Fienup for error-reduction based algorithms in which the error function evaluates how well the iteratively recovered amplitudes match the measured amplitudes in the detector plane [15] : Another error metric was introduced by Miao et al [13, 16, 17] for hybrid input-output-based algorithms, in which the error function evaluates how well the recovered object distribution satisfies the object constraints: In the present study, the error was calculated using all three metrics for each reconstruction, as given by Eqs. 8, 9 and 10. It was noted that the reconstructions with the lowest error as defined by Eq. 7 and those with the lowest error as defined by Eqs. 9 and 10 were not the same. For example, for a diffraction pattern with 8   , 10 reconstructions were selected with the lowest error as defined by Eqs. 8, 9 and 10. From the 10 reconstructions evaluated using Eq. 9, only seven were the same as those with the least error evaluated using Eq. 8. From the 10 reconstructions with the lowest error as evaluated using Eq. 10, only three coincided with those with the least error evaluated by Eq. 8. This leads to the conclusion that the error function calculated using Eq. 9 is more precise than the error calculated with Eq. 10.
"Missing" intensity values in holography
In this section, we investigate the effects of missing intensity values in holography. Although we consider the case of in-line or Gabor-type holography [4, 5] , the results obtained here can easily be adapted for other types of holography.
Reference wave extent and "missing" intensity values
An oversampling ratio can be introduced in holography in a similar way as in CDI. It has already been highlighted by Dennis Gabor that in holography, the extent of the reference wave must be larger than the extent of the object wave [5] . This requirement is very similar to the requirement of oversampling in CDI. We therefore introduce the linear oversampling ratio as given by Eq. 3. The measured intensity in the hologram can be written in form of a convolution of the object distribution with the free-space propagator [18] :
, ,
which is a set of equations where   1. f N N  (13) By substituting the definition of the oversampling ratio provided by Eq. 3 into Eq. 13, we obtain the following condition for the missing pixel ratio in holography:
From Eq. 14, for example, we obtain
  This means that for a hologram with a linear oversampling ratio of 4   , the measured intensities for only 6% of all pixels can in principle be sufficient to reconstruct the object distribution and simultaneously recover the intensity at the missing intensity values.
Simulated examples
In-line holograms were simulated assuming the following parameters. A plane wave of wavelength 532 nm propagated through an amplitude object and the resulting hologram was acquired at a distance of 20 mm from the object. The total object area and the hologram both had a size of 2 × 2 mm 2 and were sampled with 512 × 512 pixels. The object itself was sampled with 128 × 128 pixels, thus giving
4.
  The hologram was simulated by applying an angular spectrum method, as explained in Appendix B and in detail elsewhere [18] . , the reconstructed distribution still resembles the original distribution (Fig. 9e) , while at 0.98 f  , the reconstructed distribution does not resemble the original object distribution (Fig. 9f) .
These results are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions provided by Eq. 14, which indicate that a reconstruction can be obtained if 0.938. f  
Relation to compressive sensing
We should point out that the results presented here solve similar problems but are not directly related to the compressive sensing technique [20] . Firstly, in compressive sensing, the governing equations are linear, and the measured and the recovered signals are connected by linear matrix equations. This is not the case for example in CDI, where the phase of the wavefront is missing because only the intensity is measured in the far field, and the object distribution and its diffraction pattern are not connected by a simple linear matrix equation. For holography, under certain approximations and neglecting the conjugated (twin) term, the task of recovering the object distribution from the measured hologram can be written in a form of linear system of equations, meaning that a compressing sensing approach could be applied [21] . Secondly, in compressive sensing, one of the conditions under which recovery is possible is sparsity, which requires the signal to be sparse in some domain. For example, this condition means that the Fourier spectrum of the object consists of a few intense components and that the components at the other frequencies are so small that they can be neglected. This sparsity should not be confused with the missing information. The missing intensities, generally speaking, are not small and cannot be neglected; they are only missing, and for complete recovery of the object distribution, their values (not necessarily negligible) must be recovered. This can be achieved, as shown here, by applying iterative phase retrieval algorithms. However, the sparsity condition may be somewhat related to the oversampling condition, which is the requirement that the object distribution is zero-padded in CDI, and the condition that the extent of the reference wave exceeds the extent of the object in holography. A related problem of reconstructing an object from incomplete frequency samples was addressed by Candes et al [22] who showed that exact recovery may be obtained by solving a convex optimisation problem.
Conclusions
In this study, we demonstrate that an object can be successfully reconstructed from its diffraction pattern or hologram, even if some intensity values in the diffraction pattern or hologram are missing.
We quantitatively estimate how many of the measured intensity values can be missing. In CDI, for a real-valued object, the ratio of missing pixels to the total number of pixels in the acquired diffraction pattern should not exceed (1 -2/ 2 ). Based on this formula, we estimate that even 5% of a noisefree diffraction pattern measured at an oversampling ratio of  = 8 is sufficient to simultaneously retrieve the object distribution and the missing intensity values. In holography, for an amplitude object, the ratio of missing pixels to the total number of pixels in the acquired diffraction pattern
should not exceed (1 -1/ 2 ). Using this formula, we estimate that even 6% of a noise-free hologram measured at an oversampling ratio of  = 4 is sufficient to simultaneously retrieve the object distribution and the missing intensity values. We provided the corresponding simulations that confirmed these estimations.
The reconstruction procedure was performed using conventional iterative phase retrieval routines, in which at each iteration, the missing amplitude values were replaced with the iteratively updated values. As a result of this iterative procedure, the object distribution was reconstructed and the missing amplitudes were retrieved. An interesting observation is that even if the phases in the far-field distribution are known, a single inverse FT (a single, non-iterative reconstruction of the hologram) delivers a poorer reconstruction that the that obtained by iterative phase retrieval.
The spatial positions of the missing intensity values in the diffraction pattern play a crucial role in reconstruction. When the missing intensity values are located in the centre of the diffraction pattern, which is often the case in an experiment, a good quality reconstruction cannot be obtained even for a relatively small number of missing pixels.
